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Siemens makes Industrial Data accessible
and actionable
• New services enabled by the Mendix low-code platform enable data-driven
decision making in factories and across enterprise data sources

Siemens Digital Industries Software is leveraging the Mendix™ low-code application
development platform to help customers across industries build contextual and
personalized solutions and help enable data-driven decision-making processes.
With the general availability of Mendix Data Hub and new Mendix for Industrial Edge
services, Siemens can help customers achieve an end-to-end view of their plants,
factories, and systems and provide domain experts with actionable insights through
solutions that have been developed with the right data from across the organization.
The Mendix platform extends the Xcelerator™ portfolio with the ability to build multi
experience apps and share data from any location, on any device, on any cloud or
platform, to more quickly realize the benefits of digital transformation.
“Our vision at Mendix is not only to offer our customers a technology to let them
develop applications faster and more efficiently, but to also extend Siemens’
Xcelerator portfolio to help realize unprecedented scalability and flexibility for our
customers,” said Derek Roos, Mendix CEO. “As part of Siemens, we are expanding
the Mendix platform to help provide value to our industrial customers by enabling
them to get value from their data, be that on a factory floor, across systems of
record, or in a field service context.”

Enabling Data-Driven Decisioning on the Factory Floor
A key goal for digital transformation is factory automation, which can be slowed
down by distance - both physical and organizational - between operational
technology (OT) and organizations co-located at factory locations, and IT
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organizations housed at corporate headquarters. The new Mendix for Industrial
Edge platform, announced today at Mendix World Version 2.0, empowers factory
operators to create custom applications on the Mendix low-code platform that run
locally as Edge Apps to collect data, have access to insights in near real-time and
provide optimal user experiences to a variety of end users. The Mendix low-code
platform is designed to abstract much of the complexities and expand the talent pool
for IoT application development, further empowering OT leaders to address their
most pressing issues with limited IT intervention. Business developers, domain
engineers and plant operations staff can now create Apps for Siemens Industrial
Edge without programming skills. When combined with Siemens’ MindSphere®, the
industrial IoT as a service solution from Siemens, and other Xcelerator cloud
solutions, customers can quickly realize the benefits of a completely integrated edge
to cloud experience.

Unlocking, Extending, and Personalizing Data from Core Systems
Disparate legacy systems, containing data in various formats and heritage that
supports complex physical models can challenge companies in providing developers
and engineers secure access to the right data. To help organizations discover,
understand, use, and curate data from across the enterprise, and employ it in
software development, business intelligence, and other data-rich applications,
Siemens announced availability of the Mendix Data Hub. In conjunction with the
Mendix low-code development platform, the Mendix Data Hub can help
organizations realize a dramatic decrease in application delivery time, as developers
no longer waste time searching for the right data, seeking the right data owner,
minding API calls, and securing access to the data they need.

Initially, the Mendix Data Hub will connect to the most common industrial data
sources, such as Teamcenter® software and SAP, with future releases expanding
support for other common data services and databases, and industry-specific
applications. The Mendix Data Hub can also be extended by eQ’s eQube® Data-asa-Service, as part of a newly expanded partnership between Siemens and eQ
Technologic, with a rich set of over 60 smart connectors, providing support for
industrial data and system integrations.

Siemens Digital Industries Software is driving transformation to enable a digital
enterprise where engineering, manufacturing and electronics design meet
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tomorrow. The Xcelerator portfolio helps companies of all sizes create and leverage
digital twins that provide organizations with new insights, opportunities and levels of
automation to drive innovation. For more information on Siemens Digital Industries
Software products and services, visit www.sw.siemens.com or follow us on
LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. Siemens Digital Industries Software –
Where today meets tomorrow.

This press release and a press picture is available at
https://sie.ag/32KYYOM
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Phone: +1 314 264 8671; E-mail: Natalie.Navales@siemens.com
Siemens Digital Industries (DI) is an innovation leader in automation and digitalization. Closely collaborating with
partners and customers, DI drives the digital transformation in the process and discrete industries. With its Digital
Enterprise portfolio, DI provides companies of all sizes with an end-to-end set of products, solutions and services to
integrate and digitalize the entire value chain. Optimized for the specific needs of each industry, DI’s unique portfolio
supports customers to achieve greater productivity and flexibility. DI is constantly adding innovations to its portfolio
to integrate cutting-edge future technologies. Siemens Digital Industries has its global headquarters in Nuremberg,
Germany, and has around 76,000 employees internationally.

Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 170 years. The company is active around the globe,
focusing on the areas of power generation and distribution, intelligent infrastructure for buildings and distributed
energy systems, and automation and digitalization in the process and manufacturing industries. Through the
separately managed company Siemens Mobility, a leading supplier of smart mobility solutions for rail and road
transport, Siemens is shaping the world market for passenger and freight services. Due to its majority stakes in the
publicly listed companies Siemens Healthineers AG and Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy, Siemens is also a
world-leading supplier of medical technology and digital healthcare services as well as environmentally friendly
solutions for onshore and offshore wind power generation. In fiscal 2019, which ended on September 30, 2019,
Siemens generated revenue of €86.8 billion and net income of €5.6 billion. At the end of September 2019, the
company had around 385,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at
www.siemens.com.

Note: A list of relevant Siemens trademarks can be found here. Other trademarks belong to their respective
owners.
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